
 

 

DOWNWARD/DOWNWARDS 

 

32 (out of 47) instances of downwards, usually, but not consistently, applied as an adverb (for possible 

inconsistencies see:  NSTYR2-0 .p116; OIMSPR11, .p206; OIMSPR24, .p459; RESTR22, .p12; ROM-MS02, 

.p489; ROMMSD02, .p489; ROVTSR-3, .p47).  15 (out of 47) instances of downward, consistently applied as an 

adjective. 

 

Of particular note: 

inconsistent application in the phrase "face downward(s)"; (See VICTPR26, .p190; OIMSPR18, .p206; OIMSPR24, 

.p459; OIMSPR-9, .p124). 

 

 

AF-MS-10, .p24 

She sank lower yet on her elbow, turning half round under the downward 

push of the heavy hand 

.p25 

her face lifted up to him with spiteful 

eyes. 

 

AF-MS-12, .p1 

   They were just leaving the southern outlet of the 

Pantai which lay behind them in a straight and 

long vista of water shining between 

two walls of thick verdure that ran downwards and 

towards each other till at last they joined 

and sank together in the far away distance.  

 

AF-TSR10, .p219 

She that we used to call the white Mem 

wanted to return to look at your face, but the witch woman forbade 

her and - - - - - -  

   She sank lower yet on her elbow, turning half round under 

the downward push of the heavy hand, her face lifted up to him 

with spiteful eyes.  

 

AF-TSR12, .p249 

They were just leaving the southern outlet of the Pantai 

which lay behind them in a straight and long vista of water shining 

between two walls of thick verdure that ran downwards and towards 

each other till at last they joined and sank together in 

the far away distance.  

 

CHNTYR14, .p133 

Having acidentally, in the course of the 

operations, knocked it off on the floor she let it lie therre 

after one downward glance.  

 

UWE-MS25, .p782  

His level stare  

deflected gradually downwards  

left my face and rested at  

last on the ground at his  

.p783  

feet.  

 

UWE-MS31, .p807 



---}{op"}What is the meaning of all 

this" he thought staring downwards 

at the headlong 

river flowing so smooth 

and clean that only the passage of a faint air- 

bubble or a thin vanishing streak 

of foam like a white hair disclosed its vertiginous 

rapidity, its terrible force. 

 

UWETSR25, .p372  

His  

level stare deflected gradually downwards left my face and  

.p373  

rested at last on the ground at his feet.  

 

UWETSR31, .p392 

op"}What is the meaning of all this" he thought staring 

downwards at the headlong river flowing so smooth and clean that 

only the passage of a faint air bubble or, a thin vanishing 

streak of foam like a white hair, disclosed its vertiginous 

rapidity, its terrible force.  

 

VICTPR26, .p190 

Suddenly spreading some ten cards face downward in the form of a fan 

he thrust them towards Schomberg. 

-- {op"}Come man -- take one quick."  

   Schomberg was so surprised that he took one hurriedly after a very 

perceptible start.  

 

CHNTYR26, .p217 

The piano I could not see now; but 

on the other hand I had a very oblique downward view of the 

curtains drawn across the cabin and cutting off the forward 

part of it just about the level of the skylight-end and 

only an inch or so from the end of the table.  

 

NN-MS-01, .p6 

Young Charley, long necked, the ridge of his backbone showing under the old shirt, his face of a street boy 

with a precocious sagacity of downward fold on each side 

of the thin lips hanging low over his bony knees 

was learning to make a lanyard knot with a 

bit of an old dirty rope.  

 

NSMS106D, .p224 

He caught hold 

of her hand and raised 

it to his lips and at that she 

dropped her parasol to pat him 

on the cheek, murmured{op"}poor 

.p224 

boy" and began to dry her eyes 

under the downward curve of her hat 

brim very small in her simple frock, almost like 

a lost child crying on the vast floor in the degrad 

and empty grandeur of the saloon while he stood 

over her, again perfectly 

motionless in the contemplation 

of the marble urn. 



 

NSMS106G, .p263 

His arm,extended 

downwards was about her waist. 

His spurs jingled slowly. 

 

NSTYR2-0, .p116 

The captain of the transport flung himself down face downwards on the 

A146 

.p117 

b ridge in absolute despair and refused to rise .  

 

OIMSPR11, .p174 

another step 

downwards for him.  

 

OIMSPR13, .p206 

HE lay 

as if stunned, face downwards and did not see the 

struggle but heard the piercing shriek of mad 

fear -- her low angry words; another shriek 

dying out in a moan.  

 

OIMSPR18, .p304 

Lingard with his 

head tilted back looked downwards with lowered eye- 

lids at Babalatchi who was tracing invisible 

lies with his finger on the mat between his feet. 

Outside they could hear Ali and the other boatmen 

chattering and laughing round the fire they had 

lighted in the big and deserted courtyard.  

 

OIMSPR19, .p314 

At times a spark would 

wander hesitatingly downwards, die on the road, 

add on the floor mat at the foot of the pole another 

minute black check to the grimy record of 

sparks that went out before.  

 

OIMSPR21, .p360 

She trailed face downwards clinging 

to his leg with both arms in a tenaciod hug.  

 

OIMSPR22, .p392 

The paddles struck the water together and the canoe darted 

forward and went on steadily crossing the river with a sideways 

motion made up of its own speed and the downward 

drift of the current.  

 

OIMSPR24, .p459 

He turned over, face downwards his head on his 

arms.  

 

OIMSPR24, .p485  

Speak! Come! 

.p485  

   Two big tears rolled out of her staring 

eyes and ran down into the deep downward 



wrinkles on each side of her twitching 

mouth.  

 

OIMSPR-9, .p124 

Above the prostrate forms of the players 

who lay face downward supported on elbow, the soles 

of their feet waving irresolutely in the air in the absorbed 

meditation of the game, towered here and there the stria* figure of an attentive 

spectator looking down with dispassionate but profound 

interest.  

 

RESTR22, .p12 

muttered the Malay with 

another glance downwards* {op"}But who will pay the bereaved for 

his life?" {op"}It was all my fault," exclaimed Lingard remorsefully.  

 

RESTR311, .p149 

Above their heads a man shook a flare over the side and a thin 

shower of sparks floated downwards and expired before touching the 

water. 

 

RESTR311, .p150 

Lingard looked downwards where the water could be seen, 

gliding past the ship's side, moving smoothyy, streaked with 

lines of froth, across the illumined circle thrown round the brig 

by the lights on her poop.  

 

RESTR36, .p52 

A cry of surprise expired on her lips and she could 

only peer downwards.  

 

RESTR36, .p53  

She looked downwards at him.  

 

ROM-MS02, .p447 

They passed on flickering 

and swaying downwards; then 

to the left of the cave a voice ascended with a hooting and 

mournful effect from the depths.  

 

ROM-MS02, .p480 

It must have been 

lying with its other end quite loose on 

the ground above because its whole 

length whizzed downwards 

in the twinkling of an eye. 

I clutched the flask to my breast half- 

afraid he would tear it out of my 

.p481 

hands but by that time his falling body had 

acquired such a velocity that 

I didn't feel the slightest jerk 

when the green cord snapped no 

more than if it had been the threat 

of a cobweb.  

 

ROM-MS02, .p489 

With our first step downwards the 



stones began to roll; the hard rattling 

noise accompanied our descent growing 

in volume, 

bewildering our minds.  

 

ROM-MS03, .p513 

I beckoned downwards 

with a desperate energy.  

 

ROMMSD02, .p480 

It must have been 

lying with its other end quite loose on 

the ground above because its whole 

length whizzed downwards in 

front in in the twinkling of an eye. 

 

ROMMSD02, .p489 

With our first step downwards the 

stones began to roll; the hard rattling 

noise accompanied our descent growing 

in volume, filling the **** and 

bewildering our minds.  

 

ROMMSD03, .p513 

I made beckoned downwards 

with great a desperate energy.  

 

ROVTSR-3, .p47 

In the garret full of light of the Escampobar farm- 

house, the grey-haired Peyrol opened the chest, took all the 

contents out of it, laying them neatly on the floor, and spread his 

treasure -- pockets downwards, over the bottom which it 

filled exactly.  

 

LJ-MS-05, .p77 

Again he clawed 

pulling at me downward eagerly for a confidential 

communication.  

 

LJ-MS-06, .p122 

At 

last his eyes followed downwards the direction 

of my pointing finger.  

 

LJ-MS-06, .p166 

He held his hand 

up palm under, the tips of the fingers 

pointing downwards.  

 

LJ-MS-23, .p494 

He too raised his arm as 

if for a downward thrust.  

 

SUSTYR33, .p346 

All was still without and within; but in the noble ante-room at the foot of the 

marble staircase, he was met by a sight characteristic of the easy Italian  way 

Extended *** downwards on one of the red and gold benches one of the footmen in shirt-sleeves and with 

his breeches untied at the knee was sleeping profoundly.  



 

SUSTIR31, .p230 

He turned away from his own image and stood with his back to the 

fire looking downwards and vaguely oppressed by the profound as if 

expectant silence around him.  

 

SMFTSR-5, .p106 

Instead of trying to tear my hands apart, she flung 

herself upon my breast and with a 

downward, undulating serpentine motion, a sort of quick sliding dive she got 

away from me 

smoothly.  

 

EOT-MS-3, .p61 

The 

upper part emerged **asively quiet 

out of the downward flow of silvery 

hair with the delicacy of its clear 

complexion and the powerful width 

of the forehead.  

 

HD-MS-3, .p141 

There was a pause of profound stillness 

.p141 

then a match flared and Marlow's lean face 

appeared worn, hollow, with downward folds and dropped 

eyelids with an aspect of concentrated attention; and as he took vigorous draws at his pipe it seemed to 

to retreatand advance out of the night in the 

regular flicker of the tiny flame. 

 

UNCTSR-1, .p14  

But before the strafers on deck had the time to exchange 

glances of wonder, apprehension or inquiry, while they were still in fact 

staring into the upper fog the shadow re-appeared nearer than before aslant in the white 

space, sliding downwards stern first, its nose tilted up at a perilous angle.  

 

 


